In this paper, we look at resolvable balanced incomplete block designs on v points having blocks of size 4, briefly (v, 4, 1) RBIBDs. The problem we investigate is the existence of (v, 4, 1) RBIBDs containing a (w, 4, 1) RBIBD as a subdesign. We also require that each parallel class of the subdesign should be in a single parallel class of the containing design. Removing the subdesign gives an incomplete RBIBD, i.e., an IRB(v, w). The necessary conditions for the existence of an IRB(v, w) are that v 4w and v ≡ w ≡ 4 (mod 12). We show these conditions are sufficient with a finite number (179) of exceptions, and in particular whenever w ≡ 16 (mod 60) and whenever w 1852.
Introduction
A (v, k, ) BIBD is a balanced incomplete block design on v points. This consists of a set of blocks of size k with the property that each distinct pair of points occurs in exactly blocks. If the block set can be partitioned such that each point occurs exactly one block in each part of the partition (or parallel class), then the design is said to be resolvable, and a resolvable (v, k, ) BIBD is denoted as a (v, k, ) RBIBD.
In this paper, we look at resolvable balanced incomplete block designs having blocks of size 4 and an index of 1, i.e., (v, 4, 1) RBIBDs. The problem we investigate is the existence of (v, 4, 1) RBIBDs containing a (w, 4, 1) RBIBD as a subdesign. Conventionally, when we talk about a (v, k, 1) RBIBD having a (w, k, 1) RBIBD as a subdesign, we require that each parallel class of the subdesign be in just one parallel class of the containing design, so this is a stronger form of embedding than that of BIBDs, where the requirement is only that the block set of the subdesign be a subset of the block set of the containing design; of course, the RBIBD embedding must meet this latter requirement also. A necessary condition for embedding a (w, k, 1) BIBD in a (v, k, 1) BIBD is that v (k − 1)w + 1, but for embedding a (w, k, 1) RBIBD in a (v, k, 1) RBIBD we need v kw, as well as the condition v ≡ w ≡ k (mod k(k − 1)) which we need for the existence of the RBIBDs. We will denote by IRB(v, w) the incomplete RBIBD formed by removing the subdesign, i.e., the (w, 4, 1) RBIBD, from the containing (v, 4, 1) RBIBD. The IRB(v, w) existence problem was first studied for k = 4 by Cai [15] . The cases w ∈ {16, 28, 40, 52, 88, 172} were studied by Bennett et al. [12] . The case w = 4 is a trivial consequence of the existence of a (v, 4, 1) RBIBD, since the subdesign is just a single block.
We need some extra notation. Most of the terminology we will use is quite standard in design theory: see [14] . A group divisible design is referred to as a {K}-GDD of group type g t 1 1 . . . g t n n if there are t i groups of size g i , and all blocks have sizes in K. Removing a subdesign from a design will produce an "incomplete" design missing the removed subdesign (actually, this is not the only construction as one can construct incomplete designs missing a nonexistant subdesign). Incomplete designs will be denoted by the prefix "I", and in the case of IGDDs, we will denote the group type as (g 1 n is the type of the missing subdesign, and the h i missing points are a subset of the g i points in the ith group. If the block size list consists of a single size, i.e., K = {k}, we will refer to a {k}-GDD as a k-GDD. Transversal designs of order n are denoted as TD(k, n); note that a TD(k, n) is a k-GDD of group type n k . The prefix "R" will denote a resolvable design. In this paper, we also look at the existence of pairwise balanced designs on v points having blocks of sizes in some list K; briefly a (v, K, )-PBD is a design where every pair of points occurs in exactly blocks, and K is a list of block sizes that possibly occur. Since we will only consider = 1 here, we will omit further mention of this parameter. The notation K ∪ {h * } means we can identify one block of size h in the design, and the other blocks have sizes in K (more blocks of size h are allowed only if h ∈ K).
The main construction we use in this article is the GDD construction for frames (Theorem 18), followed by filling the resulting groups with some extra point(s) (Lemma 25) . The input design we use for the GDD construction is usually a design that we can easily convert to an incomplete pairwise balanced design, an IPBD, and so to a PBD with a distinguished block, i.e., a (v, {K, w * }, 1)-PBD. This being the case, we have made an effort to exhibit this constructed IPBD or PBD explicitly, as the PBD result is of potential use in other applications.
Although Cai's work [15] on the IRB(v , w ) existence problem for k = 4 is not framed in PBD terms, we can follow his basic approach and reinterpret his main result as a result on (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBDs, where K 1(4) is the set of all integers ≡ 1 (mod 4), and v, w ∈ K 1(4) with v = 3v + 1 and w = 3w + 1. In terms of these PBDs, Cai's approach yields IPBDs for v 21w/5 asymptotically in w, but the limiting behaviour develops rather slowly. Cai needed w > 3113 for a bound less than 43w/10, and w > 100 for a bound less than 5w. For 25 w 125, Cai's bound is v 400 + w. His bounds for 5 < w 21 of 400 + 4w + 1 were bettered for 5 < w 17 by Bennett et al. [12] . Bennett et al. [12] also resolved w = 5, where there are two definite exceptions (29, 33) in the PBD spectrum, although IRB(v, 16)s are known for v =88, 100. Bennett et al. used ♦-IPBDs to attack the range 4w +1 v < 24w/5, and we can use their approach with similar results here too. One only needs IRBs to construct the ♦-IPBDs, so the lack of, say, a (29, {K 1(4) , 5 * }, 1)-PBD does not prevent us from dealing with w = 5(29 − 5) + 5 = 125; however, the lack of the PBD will cause us to miss a series (or "strand") of all v = 4w + 9 cases when w ≡ 5 (mod 20). The asymptotic Cai-type bound of v 21w/5 and the asymptotic ♦-type bound of v 24w/5 naturally eventually overlap, but for w < 1500 we look at the actual values constructed, and find the ranges abut for w = 105 and overlap for w > 105. Hence, these combined attacks will give us a finite number of PBD exceptions if we can resolve the problem of the strands of failures generated by our not having some PBD constructions for a 17. Note also that if w ≡ a (mod 20) and 1 a 17, we need w 16a + 5 for the ♦ construction to be available.
An alternative PBD approach, considering (v, {K 5 , w * }, 1)-PBD, where K 5 is all integers of size 5 or more, with v, w ∈ K 5 , was also considered. A necessary condition on this PBD is v 4w + 1. We show this condition is not sufficient for any w 5 (Theorem 32) and give the complete spectrum (in v) for 5 w 8. Since this did not seem to be promising for the smaller values of v, we concentrated on the values v 5w, where we can almost give a complete solution. There are some definite exceptions when w = 5 and 6, but otherwise all PBDs with v 5w exist, with the possible exception of 77 v 79 when w = 15.
We can easily turn a PBD from either class into an IRB, so we now turn our attention to the remaining outstanding cases. We do have some small IRBs without a corresponding PBD which are formed from directly constructed 4-Frames, e.g., an IRB(88, 16). We give ways of utilizing these small designs, as well as giving examples which resolve particular cases.
The outline of the paper is that in Section 2 we give a number of existence results for small designs, most of which are taken from the literature, and in Section 3 we give most of our basic construction methods. The existence problem for (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBDs is briefly updated in Section 4. The existence problem for (v, {K 5 , w * }, 1)-PBDs is looked at in Section 5, and our study of the existence problem for (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBDs is initiated in Section 6, where we adapt Cai's work to give a bound on the PBDs (asymptotically that v > 21w/5 suffices), and we give a number of direct constructions which improve Bennett et al. ' s results for the very small cases. Using these latter designs, we are then able to almost complete Cai's work by showing that the remaining cases asymptotically exist with at most a single exception for any large w. In Sections 7 and 8 we look at moderate sized PBDs, and in Section 9 we finally give a finite bound on w for the existence of a (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBD. In Section 10 we give a few extra values for which an IRB can be constructed even though the corresponding PBD is unknown, and we summarize our results in Section 11.
Some PBDs, GDDs and RGDDs
In this section we quote some useful results.
Definition 1. A k-IRGDD of type (g, 0)
n (w, w) 1 is a k-IGDD of same type, with the additional property that its blocks can be partitioned into (partial) parallel sets that either cover the whole set of gn + w points or else the gn non-missing points.
In the particular case that g = 1, (i.e., the IRBIBD case) we will denote this as a k-IRB(n + w, w), and drop the block size when k = 4, and merely denote the design as an IRB(n + w, w). For an IRB(n + w, w), we also require that the block set can be partitioned into parallel sets and partial parallel sets, and each partial parallel set covers the n non-missing points.
Theorem 2 (Abel et al. [5]). A TD(k, m) exists if:
(1) k = 5 and m 4 and m / ∈ {6, 10}; (2) k = 6 and m 5 and m / ∈ {6, 10, 14, 18, 22}; (3) k = 7 and m 7 and m / ∈ {10, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 46 , 60, 62}. [3] , Abel et al. [4, 6] Theorem 5 (Abel et al. [7] , Bennet et al. [12] , Ge and Ling [24] , Rees [33] ,Wang and Shen [38] ). Let g ≡ 0 (mod 4), m ≡ 0 (mod 4) and m 4g/3. Then a 5-GDD of type g 5 m 1 exists, with the possible exceptions of (g, m) = (12, 4) and (12, 8) .
Theorem 3 (Abel and Bennet
Theorem 6 (Hanani et al. [30] Proof. The 4-Frame is formed by deleting a point and its lines from a (3w + 1, 4, 1) RBIBD, and the PBD is formed by adding infinite points to the w parallel classes of a (3w + 1, 4, 1) RBIBD.
Theorem 7 (Abel et al. [2, 8] , Abel and Greig [9] , Hanani [29] There is one very useful way (namely, completion) of exploiting RGDDs. We state the result as follows.
Lemma 9. If both a 4-RGDD(h n ) and a (h
Proof. Start with a 4-RGDD of type h n , extend all the parallel classes to block size 5 giving a 5-GDD of type h n (h(n − 1)/3) 1 . By adjoining e infinite points and filling in holes with an (h + e, {5, e * }, 1)-PBD, we obtain our PBD. [19] , Ge and Lam [20] , Ge et al. [22] , Ge and Ling [23, 25] , Shen and Shen [36] ). The necessary conditions for the existence of a 4-RGDD of type m n are mn ≡ 0 (mod 4), m(n − 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3) and n 4. These conditions are sufficient with the definite exception of types 2 4 , 2 10 , 3 4 and 6 4 , and with the following possible exceptions:
Theorem 10 (Ge
(1) for m ≡ 1 (mod 2): m = 9 and n = 44; (2) for m ≡ 2, 10 (mod 12): m = 2 and n ∈ {34, 46, 52, 70, 82, 94, 100, 118, 130, 142, 178, 184, 202, 214, 238, 250, 334, 346}; m = 10 and n ∈ {4, 34, 52, 94}; m ∈ [14, 454] ∪ {478, 502, 514, 526, 614, 626, 686} and n ∈ {10, 70, 82}; (3) for m ≡ 6 (mod 12): m = 6 and n ∈ {6, 54, 68}; m = 18 and n ∈ {18, 38, 62}; (4) for m ≡ 0 (mod 4): m = 12 and n = 27; m = 36 and n ∈ {11, 14, 15, 18, 23}.
Theorem 11 (Ge et al. [21, Theorem 1.3] 
Basic constructions
As usual, Wilson's Fundamental Construction, "WFC", plays an important role in our constructions. We will present Bennett et al.'s [12] variation which unifies some of the constructions we will use (e.g., [34 
, where B is a set of blocks on the point set V, which is partitioned into groups G, and there are two subsets of V (known as the "holes"), H and W. Any pair of points with both points in H, or both points in W, or both points in the same group G ∈ G never appear together in any block, but all other pairs occur in exactly one block B ∈ B. The group type of a ♦-IGDD is a vector of quadruples
We will denote by type t (v,h,w,a) the special case of a ♦-IGDD of type
Definition 16.
A ♦-IFrame is a ♦-IGDD of the same type, which we will say is ((
and is represented by the quintuple (V, B, G, H, W). A ♦-IFrame has the additional property that its blocks are partitionable into partial resolution classes, with, for each i, 
If all the ingredient K-IGDDs are k-IFrames, then the resultant K-♦-IGDD is a k-♦-IFrame.
The proof is really straightforward, and is omitted. This variant is implicit in [34, Construction 3.1] where it is combined with the filling operation of Lemma 20.
One important extension of Theorem 17 is the "(I)GDD construction for frames", (see e.g., [18 Proof. The ♦-IGDD is a straightforward application of WFC, with all points getting a weight of t. For the partial parallel classes, we take each original point in turn, and consider all lines through that point. On each k -line we construct a k-Frame of type t k which has t/(k − 1) partial parallel classes missing each t-group. Collect the partial parallel classes missing the t-group generated by our chosen point. Continuing this collection over all the lines through our chosen point gives us a set of t/(k − 1) partial parallel classes over the whole design. 
♦-IPBDs
The other natural filling design is an IGDD. 
Proof. Filling the frame using an extra point gives the RBIBD. This is a special case of Lemma 24 with g i = k − 1 for all i and w = 1 = t, which gives a k-IRGDD of type (1, 0) k(k−1)t (k, k) 1 and then filling in the missing points with a single block gives the RBIBD. Conversely, removing a point from the RBIBD and using its lines to define groups clearly gives a k-GDD of the correct type. That this GDD is actually a frame follows by noting each parallel class of the RBIBD has lost a (group defining) line.
Results on (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBDs
Bennett et al. [12] establish some existence results which we now quote and improve. Their results on (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBDs with w < 100 are summarized in Table 1 . Some of our results have some impact on the possible exceptions noted in Theorems 26 and 28. In particular, our improvements to the spectra of IRB(3v + 1, 3w + 1)s for w = 9, 17, 29 and 57 lead to new ♦-IPBDs which could have been used by Bennett et al. to deal with (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBD with w = 269, 589 (via improvements to S 9 in the notation of [12] ); with w = 377, 537, 557, 597 (via improvements to S 17 ); with v = 4w + 13 (via improvements to S 29 ); with v = 4w + 21 (via improvements to S 57 ). We also note that filling the groups of a 5-GDD of type (100t) 5 using 29 extra points leads to Theorem 29 (3) . We summarize these improvements in Theorem 29. The results of Bennett et al. [12] on (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBDs were further improved by Abel et al. [7] . Although Abel et al.'s results use some of our results from this article, their improvements for w 97 are independent of this article, resulting mostly from new direct constructions given in [7] . Their results on (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBDs with w 97 are summarized in Table 2 .
Some PBDs
In this section we will look at some PBDs on v points where the minimum block size is 5, and there is a block of size w, i.e., (v, {K 5 , w * }, 1)-PBDs, where K n denotes all block sizes of at least n. Proof. By deleting the distinguished block from the PBD we may form a K 5 -GDD of type 1 v−w w 1 . Now give all points a weight of 12 in WFC, noting that 4-Frames of type 12 n exist for all n 5 by Theorem 11, and so a 4-Frame of type 12 v−w (12w) 1 exists. Using four extra points, we may fill the groups using 4-IRB(16, 4)s, with the missing set aligned on the extra points, to get our IRB.
Unfortunately, the spectrum for any w does not include all v 4w + 1. In order to show this we will consider the point types on the w-line, i.e., the block of size w. The type of a point is given by the distribution of lines containing the point, which we shall denote in exponential form with the exponent being the number of lines of that size which contain the point. Knowing the composition of the w-line can give a lot of information about the structure of the PBD. This topic was discussed in more detail, with examples, in [26, 27] 2 ) such pairs, we can compute the excess we have generated. This excess should be non-positive, and we must make up the difference by using some disjoint lines, or varying the point type. Now the excess has wb − ( b+1 2 ) as the terms involving b so the excess is clearly minimized only if b = 0, so we will just consider this case. The excess now is (k − 1 − a)kw/2, so unless a = k − 1 we will generate too many pairs for the design to exist. In the case that b = 0 and a = k − 1, the w-line must meet every other line, and these lines must all be of size k by Lemma 31, so removing the w-line and its points produces a (v − w, k − 1, 1) RBIBD, where each deleted point induces a parallel class. Alternatively, adding a point to each parallel class, and then a line on all the added points produces the PBD. Now we must have some combination of points on the w-line such that their Ys plus 10d 5 totals ( 29 2 ) = 406. For convenience we have also tabulated X = Y − 46, since it is easier to check that some combination of Xs plus 10d 5 totals 38 = 406 − 8 · 46. Now types A-E only have degree 6 (i.e., lie on six lines), and points F-J have degree 7. Each point of degree d in the PBD must lie on every line of size more than d, so we cannot use types A-D, F-G since we can only use one such point (and no points of types E, H-J), and none of these points has an X of the form 38 − 10d 5 . Hence there can be only one 8-line, and it is easy to see that no sum of numbers from {24, 12, 11, 10, 0, 10} can possibly equal 38, and hence no such PBD can exist. Proof. We will deal primarily with the non-existence aspects here. The existence for the larger values of v will be established later in this section. Greig [27] discusses PBDs with minimum block size n with at most (n + 1) 2 points. With n = 5, nearly all possible PBDs on up to 36 points must be constructed by deleting points from projective planes, and the deletion patterns are given in [27] . The only exception here is based on a TD (5, 7). An example is known which is not embeddable in PG(2, 7) [16] , although here there is the embeddable RTD(5, 7) too. One can also add a point to a parallel class (of either 5-or 7-blocks) of these designs, should it exist. Lemma 33 establishes the non-existence in the only case here with v > 36. (15, 16), we may truncate 9 groups to have size at most 1, to get a K 6 -GDD of type 16 6 1 t so that 1 t 9, then delete a block of size 6 to get K 5 -GDD of type 15 6 1 t . We now have to deal with w 16. Suppose we have a TD(7, w − 1), so we cover 5w v 7w − 6 by Lemma 35(3). Then we can cover v 6w + 10 by Lemma 35(1) if a TD(7, w + 1) exists, or v 6w + 5 by Lemma 35(1) if a TD(7, w) exists. So our problems arise if no TD(7, w − 1) exists. If a TD(6, w − 1) exists and no TD(7, w − 1) exists (note that in all such cases a TD(7, w) exists) we can cover 5w v 6w − 5 by Lemma 35(3), and then cover 5w + 5 v 7w by Lemma 35 (2) . There are two cases where we have no TD(6, w − 1), namely w = 19 and 23. Here we may apply Lemma 35(2) to cover 5w v 20w, and so all greater v.
Finally, we need to deal with v < 45 + w for 5 w 7, and v < 40 for w = 8, where we may complete the spectra. For v 40 + w, we may take PG(2, 8) which contains a 28 point Denniston {0, 4}-arc; take the complementary 45 point set, fix a 4-secant of the arc, and remove 9 − w arc points from this secant, leaving a w-line in the complement. We may then remove any combination of the 24 arc points not on the chosen secant to get a (v, {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, w * }, 1)-PBD for any v satisfying 40 + w v 64 + w. For 41 v 42 + w consider an oval in AG(2, 7) and remove at least 7 − w oval points (and at most eight oval points) to get a (v, {5, 6, 7, w * }, 1)-PBD. For v = 36, 40, truncate a TD(6, 7) to get a {5, 6}-GDD of type 7 5 (v − 35) 1 , then fill the groups. A (35, {5, 7}, 1)-PBD results from filling the groups of a TD(5, 7); note that if we use an extra point to fill the groups, we get a (36, {5, 8}, 1)-PBD. For designs with 36 v 39, we start with PG(2, 7) and delete three non-concurrent lines, i.e., a triangle, to get a (36, {5, 6}, 1)-PBD. Now, add back one of the intersection points (i.e., a corner of the triangle), to get a (37, {5, 6, 7}, 1)-PBD; now also add a midpoint of the opposite side of the triangle to get a (38, {5, 6, 7, 8 * }, 1)-PBD. Alternatively, adding three collinear midpoints, one from each line of the triangle, gives a (39, {5, 6, 7, 8 * }, 1)-PBD. We complete the spectrum for w = 5, 6, by using a PG(2, 4), and a PG(2, 5) with possibly 0, 1, 5 or 6 collinear points removed.
The existence of (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBDs
In this section we will look at PBDs on v points where the minimum block size is 5, and there is a block of size w, i.e., (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBDs, where K 1(4) denotes all block sizes of the form 4n + 1. Our treatment of the asymptotic bound for these PBDs follows [15] , although Cai phrased his results in terms of the associated IRB. The relevance of these PBDs to our IRB problem is based on Theorem 38.
There is a special subclass of these PBDs, namely (v, {5, w * }, 1)-PBDs, that are of particular interest, and have been studied by a number of authors [7, [10] [11] [12] [13] 28, 31] . For this subclass, we also require that either v ≡ w (mod 20) or v + w ≡ 6 (mod 20). Table 3 Values of n ≡ 1 (mod 4) with no known TD(17, n) (abstracted from [5] )   5  9  13  21  33  45  57  65  69  77  85  93  105  117  129  133  141  145  153  161  165  177  185  189  201  205  209  213  217  221  225  237  245  249  253  261  265  285  297  301  309  325  329  333  341  345  357  365  377  381  393  405  413  429  445  453  469  485  501  517  533  545  549  553  561  565  573  581  585  597  633  637  645  649  721  737  741  749  845  913  917  921  933  949  1141  1233  1245  1253  1257  1261  1397  1405  1413  1417  1509  1521  1529  1533  1545 
Proof. By deleting the distinguished block from the PBD we may form a K 1(4) -GDD of type 1 v−w w 1 . Now give all points a weight of 3 in WFC, noting that 4-Frames of type 3 n exist for all n ∈ K 1(4) , and so a 4-Frame of type 3 v−w (3w) 1 exists. Using an extra point, we may fill the groups to get our IRB.
Definition 39.
Let T 17 denote all integers of the form n = 4t + 1 for which a TD(17, n) exists.
Lemma 40.
Let n i be the ith smallest element of T 17 (so n 1 = 17). Then:
Proof. This can be established from Table 3 . Note that if we later establish some new elements of T 17 , because of the direction of the inequalities involving n i+1 − n i , the result will still hold using the revised definition of T 17 (but the result could be strengthened Lemma 41. Let w 25. If w ∈ K 1(4) , then we can write w = n + 4m with n ∈ T 17 and 0 m n.
Proof. This holds for w = 25 with n i = 25. We can then take n i as the maximum value in T 17 with n i w, so w < n i+1 . Writing w = n i + 4m, we see 0 m < (n i+1 − n i )/4 n i using Lemma 40(1).
Lemma 42. Let q ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4) and w ≡ 1 (mod 4). Suppose a TD(17, q), a (q + e, {K 1(4) , e * }, 1)-PBD and a (q + 4x + e, {K 1(4) , e * }, 1)-PBD exist with 0 x q all exist. (Note that e = 0 is permitted).
(1) If 0 x q and q + e w 5q + e, then a (16q Proof. Apply Lemma 42(1) with q = 16 and e = 1 to cover 256 + w v 320 + w or with q = 17 and e = 0 to cover 272 + w v 340 + w.
Proof. Complete the w parallel classes of a (3w + 1, 4, 1) RBIBD.
Lemma 45. Let w ∈ K 1(4) with w 25. Let N w = min{n: n ∈ T 17 , n 25, w 5n}, and N w = max{n: n ∈ T 17 , n w}.
Proof. Apply Lemma 42(1) with e = 0 for all n ∈ T 17 with N w n N w . Really the only claim we are making is that we have a dense enough set of ns with N w n N w that we get a continuous set of solutions for v. Assume N w 37, and N w n i < n i+1 N w . Then our claim is that 20n i + w 16n i+1 + w, i.e., that n i 4(n i+1 − n i ), a result which follows from Lemma 40(2). Since n i 4(n i+1 − n i ) holds for n i = 25, n i+1 = 29, our only problem arises when n i = 29, n i+1 = 37. Lemma 42(1) with q = n = 29 and e = 0 covers 464 + w v 580 + w, and with q = n = 37 and e = 0 covers 592 + w v 740 + w. However, application of Lemma 42(1) with q = n = 32 and e = 1 covers 512 + w v 640 + w, and so fills the gap.
Theorem 46 (The Cai bound). Let w
Proof. Let N w = min{n: n ∈ T 17 , n 25, w 5n}, and N w = max{n: n ∈ T 17 , n w}. In Lemma 45, we constructed a (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBD for all 16N w + w v 20N w + w. What we want to do is show that for some v in this range, we also constructed a (v, {K 1(4) , (4w + 1) * , w * }, 1)-PBD, and so the ranges for distinguished blocks of size w and 4w + 1 overlap, and similarly for (4w + 1) and 4(4w + 1) + 1, etc., and then, using Lemma 44, we can replace the block of size, say 4u + 1 by a (4u + 1, {5, u * }, 1)-PBD until we eventually replace a block of size 4w + 1 by a (4w + 1, {5, w * }, 1)-PBD and so exhibit the required w-block in our (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBD. Now, in Lemma 42(1) with e = 0, we construct a {5, 17}-GDD of type n 15 (n + 4m) 1 (n + 4x) 1 , where w = n + 4m with 0 m n, and in particular we construct a design when n = N w . So now we want N w + 4x = 4w + 1 with 0 x N w . Let N w + 4m = w and N w = 4 + 1, so x = 4m + 3 + 1 and 4x = 16m + 3N w + 1. Suppose x > N w by way of contradiction. Let N w = n j . By choice of N w we know that n j +1 > w, and also know that 4n j +1 + 1 > 4w + 1 = 4(4m + n j ) + 1 = 4x + n j > 5n j , and so n j < 1 + 4(n j +1 − n j ), contradicting Lemma 40(2) for n j 37.
Using Lemma 42(1) with e = 0: for w = 25 with e = 0, we can construct a {5, 17}-GDD of type 25 16 101 1 ; for w = 29 with e = 0, we can construct a {5, 17}-GDD of type 29 16 Example 51. All our constructions here are of 5-GDDs of type g n m 1 , and are constructed over Z gn ∪ {∞ i : i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. Initial pairs of base blocks of size 4 have distinct residues modulo 8 and so the distinct shifts modulo 8 generate eight parallel classes per pair; similarly, the elements of the final base blocks of size 4 are distinct modulo 4 and the distinct shifts modulo 4 generate 4 parallel classes per block. We adjoin the m infinite elements to the parallel classes generated by the blocks of size 4. The g-groups are given by the modulo n residues in Z gn and the m-group is on the infinite points.
A 5-GDD of type 8 15 Assaf introduced modified group divisible designs or MGDDs [11] . A K-MGDD of type g × t is equivalent to a (gt, {g, t, K}, 1)-PBD with a parallel class consisting of all blocks of size g and a parallel class consisting of all blocks of size t. Removing these two parallel classes produces the MGDD.
Example 52. Our first two constructions here are of {4, 5}-MGDDs of type g × n, and are constructed over Z gn , with the further property that the blocks of size 4 can be partitioned into parallel classes. Initial pairs of base blocks of size 4 have distinct residues modulo 8 and so the distinct shifts modulo 8 generate eight parallel classes per pair; similarly, the elements of the final base blocks of size 4 are distinct modulo 4 and the distinct shifts modulo 4 generate four parallel classes per block. We adjoin the m infinite elements to the parallel classes generated by the blocks of size 4. The g-groups are given by the modulo n residues in Z gn , and the n-groups are given by the modulo g residues.
Here is a {4, 5}-MGDD of type 8 × 9. Filling in the groups of size 9, and completing the parallel classes on the blocks of size 4 gives a {5, 9}-GDD of type 8 9 Our next construction is of a 4-RMGDD of type 8 × 13. Our point set for this design is (Z 7 ∪ {∞}) × Z 13 . The design is formed from an initial pair of blocks. (4, 4) ).
From this pair of blocks we generate four pairs of base blocks by multiplying the pair by (1,
Note that each pair, when developed over Z 13 , gives a parallel class, and developing these four parallel classes over Z 7 gives the 28 parallel classes of our design. Filling in the groups of size 13, and completing the parallel classes gives a {5, 13}-GDD of type 8 13 28 1 , and we may fill these groups using an extra point for a (133, {K 1(4) , 2 * }, 1)-PBD9.
Using Example 54. A 4-Frame of type 24 7 12 1 is constructed over Z 168 as follows: The point set is Z 168 with 12 infinite points. The groups are the seven different residues modulo 7 together with the infinite points. The four holey parallel classes missing the infinite group are generated by (0, 9, 54, 87) (each point is distinct modulo 4). The other base blocks missing a group of size 24 are generated by (13, 44, 141, w 0 ), (18, 101, 163, x 0 ) (30, 50, 151, y 0 ), (31, 110, 144, z 0 ) , (1, 4, 16, 40) , (2, 3, 8, 68) , (5, 9, 27, 78), (6, 17, 19, 36) , (10, 37, 47, 90) , (11, 52, 111, 127) , (20, 46, 94, 138) , (23, 48, 80, 109) , (25, 33, 97, 155) .
Here, we note that the finite elements in each of the first four blocks are distinct modulo 3. Let =(012 . . . 167)(w 0 w 1 w 2 ) (x 0 x 1 x 2 )(y 0 y 1 y 2 )(z 0 z 1 z 2 ) be a permutation of order 168. A base frame parallel class missing a group of size 24 is obtained by applying 0 , 56 and 112 to the above 13 base blocks. The other frame parallel classes are obtained via applying i for i = 1, 2, . . . , 55 to the above 3 · 13 blocks.
Example 55 (Abel [1] ). We give some direct constructions of IRB(v, w)s. The point set is Z v−w with w infinite points, with the missing RBIBD on the infinite points. In these constructions, v − w is a multiple of 12, but not of 36. The first (w + 8)/12 blocks generate the w partial parallel classes missing the infinite points. The first and last blocks are short. Apart from the first (w + 8)/12 blocks and the last block every non-zero residue modulo (v − w)/3 appears exactly once, and the base blocks with three finite points all contain three points that are distinct modulo 3, so when adding n ∈ Z v−w in the development, we replace ∞ i by ∞ i+1 when n ≡ 1 (mod 3), and we replace ∞ i by ∞ i+2 when n ≡ 2 (mod 3 , or bth, block, form a parallel class, and addition by 0, 1, . . . , ((v − w) The short first block generates a single partial parallel class. Blocks 2 and 3 each contain the four distinct residue classes modulo 4, and each generates four partial parallel classes with the ith class being generated by adding all n ∈ Z 276 with n ≡ i (mod 4).
An IRB(208, 40): The short first block generates a single partial parallel class. The second and third blocks together contain the eight distinct residue classes modulo 8, and together generate eight partial parallel classes with the ith class being generated by adding all n ∈ Z 168 with n ≡ i (mod 8). Similarly, the fourth block contains the four distinct residue classes modulo 4, and each generates four partial parallel classes with the ith class being generated by adding all n ∈ Z 168 with n ≡ i (mod 4 The short first block generates a single partial parallel class. The next five blocks each contain the four distinct residue classes modulo 4, and each generates four partial parallel classes with the ith class being generated by adding all n ∈ Z 348 with n ≡ i (mod 4). Direct constructions in Example 55 cover 101 ∈ R 9 and 69, 81, 101 ∈ R 13 . For the remaining values of b ∈ R 13 , we truncate two groups of a TD(7, q) to give a {5, 6, 7}-GDD of type q 5 x 1 3 1 , give all points a weight of 12 in WFC, using 4-Frames of type 12 n for n = 5, 6, 7 from Theorem 11 as ingredients, to get a 4-Frame of type (12q) 5 (12x) 1 36 1 , then fill the groups using four extra points in Lemma 24 to get an IRB(12(5q + x) + 40, 40), i.e., covering 20q + 4x + 13 ∈ R 13 . For b = 161 ∈ R 13 , take q = 7 and x = 2; for b = 177, 185 ∈ R 13 , take q = 8 and x = 1, 3; for b = 225 ∈ R 13 , take q = 9 and x = 8.
For b = 121 ∈ R 17 , start with an RTD (7, 13) and give all points a weight of 4 in WFC, using a 4-RGDD of type 4 7 as the ingredient, to get a 4-RGDD of type 52 7 . Filling six groups with (52, 4, 1) RBIBDs gives the holey parallel classes of an IRB(364, 52). 
Proof. If b /
∈ S a , it follows that we have an IRB(3b + 1, 3a + 1) by Theorem 56, and so a (3b + 1, 4, 1) RBIBD with a (3a + 1, 4, 1) RBIBD subdesign. Complete the parallel classes. This completion forms a hole of size b. Remove the subdesign and its completion to form another hole of size 4a + 1. These two holes have the subdesign's a completion points in common.
Here we give a version of [34, Lemma 4.1].
Lemma 58. Suppose there exists a 5-GDD of type g u having s parallel classes. Then there exists a 5-IGDD of type (4g, g)
u (4s, 0) 1 
. Now, if 0 a b and a (4g + b, g + a, b, a; K 1(4) )-♦-IPBD exists, then also a (4(gu
Proof. Adjoin s points to the parallel classes and give these points a weight of (4, 0), and all other points a weight of We also need a variant of Lemma 58 to more fully use the values in R a for which we do not have a PBD.
Lemma 59. Suppose there exists a (v, w, x, a; K 1(4) )-♦-IPBD and also an IRB(3x + 1, 3a + 1). Then there exists an
Proof. We may use a 4-Frame of type 3 k for k ∈ K 1(4) to break the blocks of the ♦-IPBD, giving a 4-♦-IFrame of type 3 (v,w,x,a) . Deleting a missing point of the IRB(3x + 1, 3a + 1) gives a 4-IFrame of type (3, 0) x−a (3, 3) a , and using this to fill the ♦-IFrame gives 4-IFrame of type (3, 0) v−w (3, 3) w , and filling this with the aid of a missing point gives the desired IRB.
Lemma 60. Let n + a ≡ a ≡ 1 (mod 4), n 8 and 0 s n. If an IRB(3n + 3a + 1, 3a + 1) exists, then a (20n + 4s + 4a + 1, 5n + a, 4s + 4a + 1, a; 5)-♦-IPBD exists. If, further, a (4s + 4a + 1, {K 1(4) , a * }, 1)-PBD exists, then a (20n + 4s + 4a + 1, {K 1(4) , (5n + a) * }, 1)-PBD and an IRB(60n + 12s + 12a + 4, 15n + 3a + 1) exist; alternatively, if, further, an IRB(12s + 12a + 4, 3a + 1) exists, then an IRB(60n + 12s + 12a + 4, 15n + 3a + 1) exists.
Proof. If an IRB(3n + 3a + 1, 3a + 1) exists, we may adjoin the missing subdesign, then completing the parallel classes, and noting the completion of the subdesign's parallel classes is a subset of the completion points of the full design, we see we have a (4n + 4a + 1, n + a, 4a + 1, a; 5)-♦-IPBD. Since n ≡ 0 (mod 4), if n 8, then an RTD(5, n) exists. The result now follows from Lemmas 58 and 59. In the cases where a superscripted value of c R is given, an IRB(3v + 1, 3w + 1) exists for v = 4w + c R .
Proof. Let w = 5n + a with a < 20 and n ≡ 0 (mod 4). For these results, we only need n 8, so Lemma 60 applies, and both the PBD and the IRB results follow immediately from Theorems 53 and 56.
At this point we have solved both the PBD existence problem and consequently the IRB existence problem for most feasible values. For any fixed value of w that is not too small, the construction of Theorem 61 covers the smaller values of v, and the Cai bound of Theorem 46 covers the larger values of v and, as noted in Remark 48, these bounds abut or overlap for w 105. Our task now is to deal with the values 21 w 101, which we do in the next section, and the exceptions in Theorem 61, which we deal with in Sections 8 and 9.
(v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBD/ for 21 w 101
We now look at constructing (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBDs with 21 w 101. The object of this section is to establish the results summarized in Table 4 .
Remark 62. An IRB(3v + 1, 3w + 1) exists if an entry in Table 4 bears an "R" superscript. In most cases, the existence of a ((v − 1) Proof. Every projective plane of order 9 contains a Baer subplane, i.e., a PG(2, 3), and this subplane contains AG(2, 3). These two subplanes differ by one line, which we will call "special". We can form a TD(10, 9) by using all lines through any point (of the full plane) to define the groups. In particular, we may take a non-Baer point off the special line, one of the four Baer points on the special line, or one of the six non-Baer points on the special line (we ignore the choice of one of the nine affine subplane points). Every line in the full plane contains 0, 1 or 3 affine subplane points. Now give the affine subplane points a weight of 8 and all other points a weight of 4 in WFC. Deleting a point of a TD(5, 9) gives a {5, 9}-GDD of type 4 9 8 1 , and the other two ingredients (of types 4 10 and 4 7 8 3 ) come from Theorem 4.
Constructions using MGDDs or modified group divisible designs were introduced by Assaf [11] , and some of our recursive constructions could be phrased in terms of MGDDs. However, since the only 5-MGDDs we will use are of type g × 5 and are obtained from the corresponding idempotent TD of order g, i.e., a TD * (5, g) , and the only 5-RMGDDs are from the corresponding RTD(5, g), (or equivalently, a TD(6, g)), we will later present our constructions in the TD form. Lemma 65 gives some useful ingredient designs for these constructions. For part (2) , n = 1 is a case in part (3) and n = 3 was given in Theorem 4. For n = 2, we construct a 10 point hyperoval in PG (2, 8) , delete all the external lines so only 45 secants remain, then dualize to get a (45, {5, 9}, 1)-PBD. (Note that each hyperoval point lies on nine secants and zero external lines, and the other 63 points each lie on five secants and four external lines.) Now remove a point in this dualized design and use its lines to generate the groups, noting that all points are dualized secants, so lie on two 9-lines. Proof. Take an ITD(9, 11; 1) and give the non-missing points of eight groups a weight of 4, and the remaining points a mix of weights 4 and 8 in WFC. The weight on the missing points should total w − 1 and the weight on the non-missing points of the last group should be v − w − 320. We get groups of types (44, 4), (48, 8), (4s + 4, 4) and (4s + 8, 8 ) with 40 4s 80. We can fill the groups using an extra missing point, except possibly a group of type (60, 8) Table 2 . A completed 4-RGDD gives a 5-GDD of type 9 8 21 1 dealing with 93. Truncate a TD (6, 5) , give all points a weight of 4 in WFC, and filling the groups with an extra point gives 109-117. Take a TD(6, q), truncate one group to size s and fill the groups using an infinite point. Next, use the lines through a deleted point as groups to give {5, 6, q + 1}-GDD of type 5 q (s + 1) 1 . Give the infinite point a weight of 8 when q = 7 or 8, and a weight of 4 otherwise, and the finite points a weight of 4 in WFC, then fill the groups using an extra point. With q = 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12, we can cover 149-289 (except 221, which is covered by Table 2 ) and with q = 17, 19 and 21 we can cover 345-505. 4) )-♦-IPBD; since we have the filling ♦-IPBD for e = 1, 5, 9, we can deal with 201-249. Take a parallel class of an RTD(6, 11) to define new groups, remove three points from one of its blocks to give a {5, 6, 10, 11}-GDD of type 6 10 3 1 , give all points a weight of 4 in WFC, then fill the groups using an extra point to cover 253. Take a TD(6, q), truncate one group to size s and fill the groups using an infinite point. Next, use the lines through a deleted point as groups to give a {5, 6, q + 1}-GDD of type 5 q (s + 1) 1 . Give the infinite point a weight of 8 when q = 7 or 8, and a weight of 4 otherwise, and the finite points a weight of 4 in WFC, then fill the groups using five extra points. With q = 7, 8, 12 and 19, we can cover 177, 197, 277 and 417, and with q = 11, 16 and 17 we can cover 257-269 and 357-413.
For w = 29, we need only consider 4w + 1 < v < 429 by Corollary 47(1). The range 285 v 369 is covered by Corollary 43, and v ≡ 9, 17 (mod 20) by Table 2 . Filling the groups of a 5-GDD of type 28 5 (4u) 1 from Theorem 5 using an extra point deals with 141-177. Give all points of a truncated TD(6, 17; 1) weight 4 to get a 5-GDD of type (68, 4) 5 (4s, 4) 1 , then fill five groups with a (73, {K 1(4) , 9 * }, 1)-PBD using five extra missing points, to get a (345 + 4s, 29, 4s + 5, 9; K 1(4) )-♦-IPBD and, after filling the final group with a (4s + 5, {K 1(4) , 9 * }, 1)-PBD, we can cover 377-397, 409, 413. Completed 4-RGDDs give 5-GDDs of types 12 8 28 1 and 28 7 56 1 , and filling their groups using an extra point deals with 125 and 253. Example 52 deals with 133 and Example 51 gives a 5-GDD of type 8 19 PG(2, 9) , then use the lines through a remaining point to get a {6, 9}-GDD of type 5 6 8 4 , give all points a weight of 4 in WFC then fill the groups using an extra point. A (265, {9, 33  *  }, 1)-PBD is constructed by completing a (232, 8, 1) RBIBD, (i.e., a Denniston arc in PG(2, 32) ). Delete three non-concurrent lines in PG (2, 7), then use the lines through a point as groups to get a {5, 6}-GDD of type 4 5 5 3 ; give all points a weight of 8 in WFC, then fill the groups using an extra point to deal with 281. Form a TD (10, 9) by taking the lines through an off-oval tangent point of PG(2, 9) as groups, so the distribution of oval points over the groups is 0 4 1 2 2 4 ; give all the points of a group with no oval points a weight of 8, remove its unique oval point from another group, and remove 0-9 of the remaining oval points, and give all remaining points a weight of 4 in WFC. Since we have ingredient K 1(4) -GDDs of types 4 n 8 1 for n = 7, 8, 9, we obtain a K 1(4) -GDD of type 72 1 (2, 9), then use the lines through a deleted point to get a {6, 9}-GDD of type 6 9 9 1 , give all points a weight of 4 in WFC then fill the groups using an extra point. Form a TD(10, 9) by taking the lines through an off-oval tangent point of PG(2, 9) as groups, so the distribution of oval points over the groups is 0 4 1 2 2 4 ; give all the points of a group with no oval points a weight of 8, remove 0-10 of the oval points, and give all remaining points a weight of 4 in WFC. Since we have ingredient K 1(4) -GDDs of types 4 n 8 1 for n = 7, 8, 9, we obtain a K 1(4) -GDD of type 72 1 Table 2 . Lemma 68 deals with 181-217. For 221-277, fill the groups of a 5-GDD of type 44 5 4u 1 from Theorem 5 using an extra point. Truncate a TD(6, 9) to get a {5, 6}-GDD of type 9 5 s 1 and give the points in the truncated group a biweight of (8, 0) and all other points a biweight of (8, 1) in WFC to get a 5-IGDD of type (72, 9) 5 (8s, 0) 1 then fill five groups with a (72 + e, e, 9, 0; K 1(4) )-♦-IPBD to get a (360 + 8s + e, 45, 8s + e, 0; K 1(4) )-♦-IPBD; since we have the filling ♦-IPBD for e = 1, 5, 9, we can deal with 361-441.
For w = 49, we need only consider 4w + For w = 61, we need only consider 4w + 1 < v < 461 by Corollary 47(1). Theorem 61 covers 245-293. Truncate a TD (6, 12) to get a {5, 6}-GDD of type 12 5 11 1 and give the points in the truncated group a biweight of (4,0) and all other points a biweight of (4, 1) Table 2 . Lemma 68 deals with 261-313. Truncate a TD (6, 13) to get a {5, 6}-GDD of type 13 5 11 1 and give the points in the truncated group a biweight of (4, 0) and all other points a biweight of (4, 1) in WFC to get a 5-IGDD of type (52, 13) 5 (44, 0) 1 . Adjoin (13, 0) extra points and fill the groups with (65, 13, 13, 0; K 1(4) )-♦-IPBDs and a block of size 57 to deal with 317. Take an ITD(6, 9; 1) and remove a missing point. Give each of the remaining missing points a weight of 0, 4 or 8 and then give all remaining points a weight of 8 in WFC to get a 5-IGDD of type (64 (2, 11) and form a TD (12, 11) by taking the lines through a point not on any tangent as groups, so the distribution of oval points over the groups is 0 6 2 6 ; remove two of the groups with no oval points, give all the points of one group with no oval points a weight of 8, remove 0-12 of the remaining oval points, and give all remaining points a weight of 4 in WFC. Since we have ingredient K 1(4) -GDDs of types 4 n 8 1 for n = 7, 8, 9, we obtain a K 1(4) -GDD of type 88 1 We will deal with the strands in Section 9. Our aim in this section is to deal with the two former sorts of deficiency so far as we are able. We mainly use three constructions: completing a 4-RGDD of type g n to get a 5-GDD of type g n (w − e) 1 , then filling the groups using e extra points to deal with v = 4w + g − 3e; filling the groups of a 5-GDD of type (w − e) 5 using e extra points to deal with v = 4w + w − 4e; using the PBD given by Theorem 67 when v ≡ w (mod 20). For the v = 4w + 9 strand, let w = 20t + 17 (with t 5), and now complete a 4-RGDD of type 60 t+1 from Theorem 10 to get a 5-GDD of type 60 t+1 (20t) 1 , and fill the groups of this GDD using 17 extra points, noting we have a (77, {K 1(4) , 1 * }, 1)-PBD7.
For Table 5 , we have to deal with w = 109 and 129. We will complete a 4-RGDD of type g n to give a 5-GDD of type g n h 1 , which we will then fill using w − h extra points. The types of the 4-RGDDs we use are 52 7 when w = 109 for v = 473, and 8 49 , 12 33 , 24 27 , 32 13 and 48 9 when w = 129 for v = 521, 525, 537, 545 and 561.
For Table 6 , we have to deal with 113 w 193 and 233. We will complete a 4-RGDD of type g n to give a 5-GDD of type g n h 1 , which we will then fill using w − h extra points. The types of the 4-RGDDs we use are 8 43 , 12 29 For Table 7 , we have to deal with 117 w 257. We will complete a 4-RGDD of type g n to give a 5-GDD of type g n h 1 , which we will then fill using w − h extra points. The types of the 4-RGDDs we use are 13 28 
The strands
In Theorem 61, in conjunction with the Cai bound (noting Remark 48), we settled the existence of (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBD for w 277 for any given w with the exception of, at most, nine values of v of the form v = 4w + c w , where Proof. Take a TD(6, 4t + 1) (which exists by Theorem 2) and truncate one group to size s, give all points in the truncated group a biweight of (4, 0) and all other points a biweight of (4, 1) in WFC, to get a 5-IGDD of type (16t + 4, 4t + 1) 5 (4s, 0) 1 and then fill five groups using a (16t + 5, 4t + 1, 1, 0; 5)-♦-IPBD. This ♦-IPBD is obtained by completing a (12t + 4, 4, 1) RBIBD using 4t + 1 infinite points, then taking the infinite points and a single finite point as the holes. This gives a (80t + 4s + 21, 20t + 5, 4s + 1, 0; 5)-♦-IPBD, and filling the holes gives the required IPBD. For Table 8 , we complete 4-RGDDs of type g n to give a 5-GDD of type g n h 1 , which we will then fill using w − h extra points. The types of the 4-RGDDs we use are 28 19 , 28 34 and 28 49 when v = 4w + 25 for w = 169, 309, 449 and 549; 44 19 , 92 13 and 44 34 when v = 4w + 29 for w = 269, 389 and 489; 116 7 , 68 19 and 104 13 when v = 4w + 65 for w = 249, 409, 429.
For v = 4w + c with c = 5 in Table 9 , we may complete a 4-RGDD of type 8 43+15t to give a 5-GDD of type 8 43+15t (112 + 40t) 1 which, when the groups are filled using an extra point deals with v = 4w + 5 whenever w ≡ 33 (mod 40). For other values of c, the types of the 4-RGDDs we use for Proof. In all cases we have a successful construction with v = 4w + c for some 20 < w < 100 as was shown in Section 7 (specifically for w = 29, 33, 53 or 37). The statement of the theorem indicates the smallest value of w where we had a success, and taking this smallest value as a in Lemma 60 gives our result.
Parenthesized values in Table 9 duplicate entries in Table 6 . The types of the 4-RGDDs we use for Table 10 are 68 13 , 56 19 , 53 28 and 92 22 when v = 4w + 53 for w = 277, 337, 477 and 657.
The IRB existence problem
In this section we will consider the problem of embedding (w, 4, 1) RBIBDs in (v, 4, 1) RBIBDs. The necessary conditions for embedding a (w, 4, 1) RBIBD in a (v, 4, 1) RBIBD are that v ≡ w ≡ 4 (mod 12) and that v 4w. There are no known exceptions.
Our result for w 52 was given in Theorem 56. For 64 w 316, our result is given by the unsuperscripted entries in Table 4 , as was noted in Remark 62. For 328 w, our main result follows from the application of Theorem 38 to the PBDs constructed in Sections 6-9. In particular, for v w, the PBDs are given by the Cai bound of Theorem 46; for the smaller values of v, by Theorem 61; for the exceptions in Theorem 61, by the PBDs constructed in Sections 8 and 9, noting that the majority of open PBD strands are solved as IRB strands, except possibly where they are also a member of the class of exceptions we dealt with in Section 8.
We do have some further ways of using the cases where an IRB is known, but the corresponding PBD is unknown. Note that nearly half of our possible PBD exceptions with w < 100 are of this sort. The main result of this section is Lemma 71. Proof. Giving all points of the GDD a weight of 3 in WFC, using 4-Frames as the ingredient designs produces a 4-Frame of type 3g 1 , 3g 2 , . . . , 3g n , and we can fill this Frame using 3e + 1 extra points in an application of Lemma 24.
Most of the superscripted cases in Section 9 have an IRB known by the application of Lemma 59 in Lemma 60; these constructions were summarized in Theorem 61. We now apply Lemma 71 to deal with the other superscripted cases in Sections 8 and 9.
Using a 5-GDD of type (w − e) 5 in Lemma 71 gives the IRB listed in Table 11 . Using a completed 4-RGDD of type g n gives a 5-GDD of type g n h 1 which we may then use in Lemma 71 gives the IRBs listed in Table 12 (where w = h + e).
Lemma 72. An IRB(3v + 1, 3w + 1) exists for (v, w) = (133, 21).
Proof. We inflate an IRB(100, 16) with an RTD(4, 4) in WFC to get an IRB(400, 64).
Summary
For the (v, {K 1(4) , w * }, 1)-PBD problem, we solved w = 1 and there were two unconstructable cases for w = 5. Tables 8-10 . So, in total, this generates 385 unconstructed PBDs and 179 IRBs. If we had managed to construct the remaining IRB(v, w) with w 52, this would have solved 19 of the open cases, which illustrates the impact that solving any of these values would have, and also explains why we put so much effort into producing Examples 51, 52 and 54.
We summarize our bounds with Theorems 73 and74. 
